A writer needs to keep in mind that the conclusion is often what a reader remembers best. The conclusion should be the best part of the composition. It should:

- Stress the importance of the opinion statement.
- Give the essay a sense of completeness.
- Leave a final impression on the reader.
- Synthesize, rather than summarize.
  
  Do not simply repeat things that were in your composition. They have read it. Show them how the points you made and the support and examples you used were not random, but fit together.
- Redirect your readers. Give your reader something to think about, perhaps a way to use your ideas in the “real” world.
A “trigger” is something that captures the interest of the reader; it is something that we all care about.
Leashes come in an assortment of styles, materials, widths, and lengths, as does control and power in our government. Never should, as we have been warned by these two influential pieces of literature, be manipulated by such restraints regardless of how they disguise themselves. The government should not have the power to control an individual freedoms in the name of amending “equality” or any other freedoms for that matter; controlling our Constitutional and God-given rights gives the government too much power to potentially abuse. Equality rightly understood leads to liberty – as our founding fathers designed it to be— wrong-ly understood, adjusted with the “times”, or by a person in power, leads our country to conformity – another leash. It is clear, our responsibility to ourselves, our family, and the future of our country, that we must keep the power and control with the people and not at the top for our own protection. What do you say? Heed the warnings and protect the United States as the Land of Opportunity that it is meant to be or sacrifice our freedoms for the ultimate price!
Control is like a dog on a short leash because, like the person who holds the leash, it has the power to determines one’s course, the power to limit one’s possibilities, and the power to inflict consequences. This idea is not unlike Kurt Vonnegut’s short story, “Harrison Bergeron” or Margaret Peterson Haddix’s novel, Among the Hidden because the leaders of both sought control of their people through the laws and subsequent punishments imposed. Both pieces of literature can serve as a warning of what an all too powerful government can become when control becomes its sole function.

Leashes come in an assortment of styles, materials, widths, and lengths, as does control and power in our government. Never should they, as we have been warned by these two influential pieces of literature, be manipulated by such restraints regardless of how they disguise themselves. The government should not have the power to control an individual’s freedoms in the name of amending “equality” or any other freedoms for that matter; controlling our Constitutional and God-given rights gives the government too much power to potentially abuse. Equality rightly understood leads to liberty –as our founding fathers designed it to be- wrongly understood, adjusted with the “times”, or by a person in power, leads our country to conformity – yet another leash. It is clear, our responsibility to ourselves, our family, and the future of our country, that we must keep the power and control with the people and not at the top for our own protection. What do you say? Heed the warnings and protect the United States as the Land of Opportunity that it is meant to be or sacrifice our freedoms for the ultimate price?